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I. Semitic Equivalents: I. Akkadian and Sumerian; 2. Ugaritic: 3. Old Aramaic: 4. South 
Semitic. U. Ancient Hebrew: 1. OT; 2. Other Texts. III. Versions. 

I. Semitic Equivalents. The Hebrew primary noun teem derives from the Common 
Semitic aid form *tiro. as is shown by the occasional Akkadian writing ritmul and 
Arab. din' (alongside rim""). Metathesis of 'and •i in nouns with 'as the second radi-
cal is common.2 A feminine form appears only in Akkadian: rimu(m) vs. rimiu( m).3 The 
Heb. fem. PN rramil in Gen. 22:24 is unrelated,' although there may be a connection 
with the form chosen by the LXX' recension, along with the scribal error Papa in 
LXXA. Also unrelated to teem are rbimbt "corrals(?)," and the verbal form wen/ erne/ 
"will be high," in Zec. 14:10b (cf. em in KAI. 279.3. which Donner reads as the masc. 
sg. act. qal ptcp. of ram. with 'as mater lectionis).5 We have no information about the et-
ymology of the toponym Minot (II) associated with many geographical sites. 

1. Akkadian and Sumerian. Akk. rimu( m) I (Assyr. remu II) and the fem. rimiu(m) 
have been identified since Hilzheimer as meaning "wild ox. aurochs" (Bos 
primigenius).6 The Sumerian equivalent am has the same meaning? The aurochs, the 
ancestor of the domestic ox. was wild game, hunted especially by the Neo-Assyrian 
kings•8 by contrast, the ama or wild water buffalo (Bubalis torte; domestic species: 
Bos bubalis), which many identify with Heb. trim and is clearly meant by Akk. apsasu 
<Sum. abzaza, was not native to Mesopotamia, but was known only as an import from 
the Indus region from the time of Sargon Ito approximately the time of Susin.9 The 
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terms for the impressive and dangerous wild ox. with its long, menacing horns (cf. the 
lexical entry am.gub.ba. etc. = gar-no-nu, "having large horns," as well as the exam-
ples in Heimpel; also Dt. 33:1710), serve as epithets for gods and kings.11 A temple 
may be called bit rim ntatiltim, "house of the wild ox of the lands (viz., Enfill" or sim-
ply rimum. "wild ox."I2 In Sumerian a temple can be compared to an am, "wild ox."" 

H.-P. Miller 

2. Ugaritic. The model of Sem. ',l in indicates that Ugar. r'm should be vocalized as 
ri'mu. with 'representing syllable-ending aleph. Earlier interpretations suggesting that 
r'm has u as a thematic vowel (ruin or rutmaum,hl corresponding to Masoretic 
rrOmd in Gen. 22:24) may be considered outmoded. 

Ugar. rin also means "wild ox";15 here too "water buffalo-  is impossible.16 The 
wild ox was common in ancient Syria; it was considered the embodiment of unbridled 
strength. and was often hunted." One text speaks of "a bowl . . . on which are (de-
picted) myriads of wild oxen: recalling a Late Bronze gold bowl from Ugarit, depict-
ing a royal hunt for wild oxen and antelopes.18

Mythological texts use the word r'm with some frequency. The cow of the goddess 
'Anat "bore a bull (7yr) for Baal, a wild ox (rM) for the Cloud Rider.-19 Baal hunted 
these animals "on the shores of Smk, which is full of wild oxen."29 After Baal's death, 
'Anat sacrifices seventy wild oxen, as well as many other wild and domestic animals.t1
"The strongest sinews of a wild ox" are employed to make a bow for 'Anat.22 Along 
with other dangerous animals, "wild oxen" serve as metaphors for the battling gods 
Mot and Baal.23 To describe Mot's appetite, another text speaks of "a pond to which 
wild oxen (long to) come, a spring at which hinds (y/t1 long to arrive."24

J. Trapper — H.-P Muller 
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3. Old Aramaic. In the third line of the Old Aramaic inscription of King Atoka 
(268-233 B.c.E.), from Kandahar (Afghanistan). the word ern is disputed both textually 
and semantically.25 Textually clear but semantically obscure is the expression br'mn 2 
ptlin in the ledger of a Jewish merchant in early Hellenistic Egypt In 11QtgJob 39:9-
10 Heb. Teem is represented by rWelbe word wrym['J in Aram. En. 89:6 is discussed 
elsewhere.27 The Syrian version uses Syr. myrtle not only for rem, but also for dile?: 
(I), "a kind of antelope (?). bison (?)." in Di 14:5. 

4. South Semitic. The meaning of Arab. rim /rime'. "white antelope (Antilope 
leucmyx),"23 is purely metonymic and has no bearing on Hebrew usage. For example, 
Hess suggests that a semantic shift from "wild ox" to "gazelle" (!) is occasioned by the 
fact that both are white. In Ethiopic (Geez) Wine/re-ern means "wild bull, rhinoceros, 
unicorn:'29 Hommel is probably correct in calling the form a borrowing from Hebrew, 
especially in light of the phonetic variant rtim; the borrowed meaning would support 
this theory.30

II. Ancient Hebrew. For Heb. rent too, the exegetical evidence suggests "wild 
ox" as the most likely meaning.J1 The theory (based on Arabic) that it means "white 
antelope" overlooks the fact that lexical equivalents can have different meanings in in-
dividual languages.32 It is true that the more slender animal, like the wild ox, was 
hunted by kings;33 but — especially because there are other Hebrew terms for various 
species of antelope — it would be unsuitable in the paradox of Job 39:9-12 and proba-
bly also as representative of a hostile world in Isa. 34:7 and Ps. 22:22(21). The water 
buffalo and bison, unlike the wild ox. had probably vanished from Syria too long be-
fore the 1st millennium to be a vivid memory.34 In a positive sense, rim symbolizes 
laudable strength (Nu. 23:22; 24:8; Dt. 33:17; Ps. 92:11[10]; 1 En. 90:38 cj.); repre-
senting hostile powers, it has negative valence (Isa. 34:7; Ps. 22:22121); Job 39:9-12): 
the occurrences in Ps. 29:6 and Aram. En. 89:6 are neutral. 

1. O7: In the OT comparison to a r•'em — like all animal comparisons — appears 
first in sayings characterizing tribes or nations. In Dt. 33:17a, a predicative clause that 
has no counterpart in the Joseph saying in Gen. 49:22-26, the subject of the predication 

25. KM. 279. 
26. AR 81.110. 
27. See 11.2 below. 
28. Lane. I/3. 1204. 
29. W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Getz (Wiesbaden. 1987), 458. 
30. F. Hormel, Die Namen der Saugthiere bei den siidsemitischen Volkent (Leipzig, 1879), 367. 
31. GesB, 736-37; BDA 910: Konig, 426; KBL2, 864-65; KBL3. 
32. Contra S. Bochart. Hierozoicon (London, 1683); cf. F. S. Bodenheimer, Animal and Man 

in Bible Lands (Leiden. 1960), 53. 
33. See 1.1 above and the bowl from Ugarit described in 1.2 above. 
34. On the water buffalo see Geslit. III. 1248-49; but cf. LI above. On the bison see 

K. Budde. 
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— the tribe of Joseph (?) or Ephraim (?)33 — is called a "firstborn bull," whose horns 
are the horns of a re'int,3° with which he gores "(the) peoples" and "the ends of the 
earth" (the goring wild ox is common metaphor in Sumerian literature37). In this meta-
phorical language with overtones of magic, both the domestic ox (Mr) and its wild 
counterpart (Trim) portray the tribe's invincibility in battle.38

The first of the two older Balaam oracles over Jacob/Israel (Nu. 24:8a) contains the 
expression elates relin 16. Here reim serves either as a predicate of Jacob/Israel ("he 
(Eli has as it were the horns of the wild ox")39 or as a metaphor for El. who here brings 
Israel out of Egypt ("like the horns of a r"Jm is he (El] to him (Jacobasraell").4" The 
latter interpretation recalls Akk. rimurmYrImtu(m) used as a divine epithet and Ugar. 
rim as a metaphor for deities. In either case it is Jacob/Israel on whom — as in Dt. 
33:17a — the strength of the recta: bestows superiority in battle over "(the) nations that 
are his foes." Nu. 24:8a is incorporated word for word in the second of the two later 
Balaam oracles (23:22). There is no reason to doubt that in Di. 33:17a; Nu. 24:8; 23:22 
rrim, like Akk. rimu(m) and Ugar. rim refers to the aggressive wild ox. characterized 
in Akkadian texts as kadru, "proud, impetuous."11

The noun r"Em occurs three times in the Psalms: here the usage is less specific. In 
the context of a hymn, Ps. 29:6 describes the storm god Yahweh as making Lebanon 
skip "like a calf' and Sirion "like a young wild ox" (Ono tren-reimim); cf. Akk. 
rimu(m) as an epithet of Ellil and Ugar. r'm in connection with Baal 42 The mention of 
wild oxen in connection with Lebanon and Sirion may be due to the presence of these 
animals there; the Assyrian king Ashur-bel-kala hunted wild oxen in regions as distant 
as Lebanon.43

Ps. 92:1 1 a(10a) is a narrative clause in a hymnic psalm of thanksgiving; it both ex-
presses and explains the speaker's trust, using the singular metaphor "my horn" to refer 
to the psalmist so as to add the vivid kir'lm, "like (that of) the wild ox." In individual 
laments and thanksgivings, the "enemies," whom we met already in Nu. 24:8 and Dt. 
33:17, are now the unspecified enemies of the devout individual and of Yahweh (vv. 
10,12(9.11]). 

In Ps. 22:22b(21b), an individual lament, the rindm follow the dog (v. 21b1201A) 
and the lion (v. 22421a1), representing the forces that threaten the psalmist, who prays 
for God's defense against these hostile powers. which are introduced by the catchword 
"sword" (v. 21a[20a]). 
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Isa. 34:7 and Job 39:9-12 name reimim or rrem along with other impressive and 
dangerous animals as representatives of a hostile world. In Isa. 34:7 this symbol of 
menacing power together with domestic cattle (whose mention is redundant) will be-
come a helpless sacrifice to Yahweh on his eschatological day of slaughter, with Edom 
as the primary target. The paradox asserted in Job 39:9-12 centers on the notion that 
the wild ox does not behave like its domestic counterpart, the ox; in the context of 
God's reply to Job, the passage suggests that God can tame the representative of a hos-
tile world.44

2. Other Texts. The reading bnwspwt em instead of brn, pwt tw'r in Sir. 45:7 (B) re-
flects a textual corruption based on Nu. 23:22 and 24:8: the resemblance of Jacob/Is-
rael to a wild ox is transferred to Aaron. 

In a visionary anticipation of the deluge, Aram. Enoch (= 4QEne) 89:6 describes 
Noah's ship "sailing over the surface of the water and all cattle ... elephants, and wild 
oxe[n] (wzymyr1)." In 1 En. 90:38 nagax "word," makes no sense in the context; one 
proposal is to substitute Heb. An, "which the Greek transcribed as torus, read by the 
Ethiopic as tofhp = nagar"43 This rrim may be identified as one of two messianic fig-
ures.46

HI. Versions. The LXX translates rem as mondkeros everywhere except Isa. 34:7, 
where it uses hoi hadrol, "the strong"; the Vg. uses unicornis ass. 34:7; Ps. 21[22]:22; 
28[29]:6 hula LXX; 91[92]:11 iuxta LXX) or monoceros (Ps. 91[921:11). The source 
of this translation is disputed. It might have been suggested by (Babylonian) profile 
images of the wild ox,47 natural examples like the rhinoceros (note rhinokeros in A and 
a &gems." in Job 39:9, rinoceros in Vg. of Nu. 23:22; 24:8; Dt. 33:17; Job 39:9-10; Ps. 
28[29]:6 Psalmi iuxta Hebraicum, and in Saadia's discussion of Job 39:9), fantastic 
imagery deriving from Hellenistic speculation,49 or even Dnl. 8:5ff. The AV translation 
"unicorn" derives from LXX. 

H.-P. MUller 
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